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Abstract: The objective of this research is producing custom terms dictionary by analyzing
Gorontalo language data in linguistic computation program of True Basic. The data are taken
from the poems related to Gorontalo customs or traditional ceremony, besides its documents.
The methods used is descriptive qualitative. All custom terms from the data are analyzed in
two ways, using linguistic competence and manually. Finally, it is found custom terms
dictionary in two languages (Gorontalo-Indonesian and Gorontalo-English).
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BACKGROUND

A very alarming fact, many people began to leave the regional language, including
Gorontalo society that many children and adolescents are not familiar with the local
language, especially indigenous language of traditional poetry. There has been a
tendency to use Indonesian in the family circle. On the other hand, children and
adolescents have been and are taking action utilization of written language by
changing its own character and structure as desired individuals or groups against
Indonesian and foreign language even mixed with local languages with the same way
or system through SMS communication and facebook. We can imagine; (i) how the
use of third-language problems associated with the utilization of technological
advances become familiar and intimate partner alongside the teenage community
life. It is quite an impact on the problem of three languages. (ii) the possibility of the
extinction of the local language at a certain time in the future. (iii) On the one hand,
the presence of regional languages and foreign languages as a means of supporting
culture and the development of Indonesian, but instead all three need to be handling
the problem.

To minimize the language issue as it was intended, to occur positive
maintain efforts of regional languages and protected from extinction, then the
effort of documenting the language and cultural values Gorontalo area can be
done through a dictionary term research and manufacture of custom area in two
languages, the language Gorontalo-Indonesia and Gorontalo-English.
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